
Patrol Plan  

SCVP members are required to fill out the online Patrol Plan prior to starting a patrol, 
and then sign out at the end of the patrol.  You should fill out the following 

information before you start your patrol: 
 date 

 Select your name in the drop-down menu. 
 Your cell phone number will be filled in automatically. 

 start time and estimated finish time 
 area(s) you plan to patrol.  Trail numbers are in the menu for each column. 

 
Providing this information before your patrol: 

 Allows Patrol Members or the FS to contact you for assistance if it is needed in 
your patrol area. 

 
 Helps searchers know where to start in case you do not return. 

 
 It is an aide to you in focusing on Trails with little to no coverage. Do not bunch up 

on single trail. Spread Out. 
 

Note: You may also log hours spent in continuing education and advanced training, 
attending meetings, Desk Duty or assisting with special events.   

 
Having an Emergency Contact on Record is not sufficient enough to move urgently. Only 

a few Board Members have access to names and numbers. The Log is the quickest 
method to know where you are for the FS and Patrollers.  
 

After your patrol, add your actual finish time, and brief comments of significant 
incidents, such as dangerous trail conditions, large animal or snake encounters, dog 

encounters where dogs are prohibited, medical emergencies, difficult interactions with a 
visitor.  Avoid non-essential comments, personal feelings, or exchanges with 

other patrols in the Comments column. 

 

Note:  Dangerous trail conditions that require quick resolution should be noted on the 

reporting sheet in the office at the Visitor Center.  You may also contact Gregg Sasek, 
Trails Crew Leader.   

  
Patrol information is provided to the FS on a monthly basis.  The information is used in 

various ways by different entities.  
    SCVP Board:  Each member's hours are tallied. 

    Forest Service:  Credit for volunteer hours; planned hike information including time of 
departure and route; Patrol comments. 

Search and Rescue:  Planned hike information, including time of departure and route. 
 


